
in many countries, the amount of crime is increasing.
what do you think are the main causes of crime?
how can we deal with those causes ?
give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own knowledge or 
experience 
introduction:

the rising trend of crime/increasing amount of crime in our society is a major problem, which is 
depletinge many of our tax income. a huge investment rooted in tax and other government income is 
spent on building courts, jails and salaries of judges. Therefore it is must that we contain this challenge. 

body1:

according to an investigation (which is was) conducted by scientists, the likelihood of happening crime is 
increased when the  triangle of fraud is formed. three sides of it are opportunity, incentive and ability . 
consider a car which has open doors and abandoned, there is an opportunity in here and imagine a guy 
passing , is suffering from shortage of money and is under pressure to provide for of his family for 
breadwinning;, this individual guy has enough incentive. now consider that he this guy can steal the car 
and make money out of it! the triangle is complete. different organizations could help in crime 
prevention, in on one hand, good economy and welfare can reduce the required incentive for petty 
crimes  and on the other hand education and training can help of finding other ways in tough conditions 
,. physiologists can help of reduceing pressure on people guys and resolve tough conditions in life. 
Moreover, this is everyone's responsibility to reduce the opportunity of crime by paying attention to this 
issue and behavinge in correct manner even at in work or in daily life. 

conclusion:

not only should we study these crimes which range are ranged from minor infractions/misdemeanors to 
felonies, we should also not only  must be studied and find good solutions case by case for breaking the 
sides of the triangle forever for ever, moreover, we need to but also must be considered ways to 
prevent for preventing in other cases. in spite of increasing population , i hope we have more low law-
abiding citizens by paying attention to what was mentioned in the above. context.


